We study the topologically twisted index of a certain Chern-Simons matter theory with SU (N ) level k gauge group on a genus g Riemann surface times a circle. For this theory it is known that the logarithm of the topologically twisted index grows as N 5/3 and that it matches the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of certain magnetically charged asymptotically AdS 4 ×S 6 black holes in massive type IIA supergravity. Through a combination of numerical and analytical techniques we study the subleading in N structure. We demonstrate precise analytic cancellation of terms of orders N log N and N 1/3 log N and show numerical cancellation for terms of order N . As a result, the first subleading correction is of order N 2/3 . Furthermore, we provide evidence for the presence of a term of the form (g − 1)(7/18) log N which constitutes a microscopic prediction for the one-loop contribution coming from the massless gravitational degrees of freedom in the massive IIA black hole.
Introduction
Understanding the microscopic origin of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of black holes is one of the most challenging problems in theoretical physics; it constitutes a major test for any theory aspiring to wear the mantle of quantum gravity. Recently, a microscopic explanation of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy has been presented in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. Namely, the topologically twisted index of a Chern-Simons matter theory known as ABJM theory [1] was shown to reproduce the leading term in the black hole entropy of certain magnetically charged asymptotically AdS 4 black holes [2] . Similar matches have now been established for dyonic black holes [3] , black holes with hyperbolic horizons [4] and asymptotically AdS 4 black holes in massive type IIA supergravity [5, 6, 7] . Moreover, some higher dimensional explorations have appeared recently [8, 9] .
In this manuscript we focus on the topologically twisted index of SU (N ) at level k ChernSimons matter theory whose leading term, of order N 5/3 , coincides with the entropy of magnetically charged, asymptotically AdS 4 × S 6 black holes in massive type IIA theory [5, 6, 7] . The black holes in question were presented in [10] as a payoff of the arduous work of obtaining AdS 4 gauged supergravity from the reduction of massive type IIA theory [11, 12, 13, 14] .
Here, we mainly focus on the field theory side and develop an understanding of the subleading in N corrections to the topologically twisted index. We provide various pieces of evidence supporting the presence of a term of the form (g − 1) (7/18) log N in the large N expansion of the topologically twisted index. Although our work in sub-leading corrections is strictly field theoretic, it is clearly motivated by the prospects of better understanding asymptotically AdS 4 black holes in ten-dimensional massive type IIA supergravity. In the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence one is to view the topologically twisted index as the microscopic description of such black holes. Therefore, in this setup the logarithmic in N term should be considered as a prediction for the corresponding gravity result. More precisely, on the macroscopic (gravity) side these logarithmic corrections arise from one-loop contributions to the black hole partition function. Moreover, the logarithmic corrections arise only from loops of massless fields and from the range of loop momentum integration where the loop momenta remain much smaller than the Planck scale, thus creating an IR window into the microstates.
For supersymmetric extremal black holes in asymptotically flat spacetimes, Ashoke Sen and collaborators have carried out a systematic program of reproducing the logarithmic corrections as one-loop effects in quantum supergravity [15, 16, 17] . Extending such an impressive program to the class of asymptotically AdS black holes would clarify many issues of quantum gravity in asymptotically AdS spacetimes. A first attempt at reproducing the coefficient of the log N term for the magnetically charged asymptotically AdS 4 ×S 7 black holes whose microscopic entropy was discussed in [2] was presented simultaneously in [18] and [19] ; ultimately the correct computation was presented in [20] and relied on contributions coming from the asymptotically AdS 4 region rather than the near-horizon region. Our main result in this manuscript, the presence of a term of the form (g − 1) (7/18) log N in the expansion of the topologically twisted index, is a natural target to be reproduced from quantum supergravity in massive type IIA theory.
The manuscript is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly review the ingredients of the topologically twisted index and its large-N evaluation. Section 3 presents our results as obtained from a direct numerical analysis of the index, with emphasis on the parts of the numerical analysis that we are able to reproduce analytically in section 4. Section 4 presents various analytical insights into the sub-leading corrections to the index. In particular, we are able to precisely track the various contributions of each of the components of the index and demonstrate certain cancellations explicitly. We include some brief and preliminary comments about the holographic side in section 5 and conclude in section 6. Some background on the EulerMaclaurin formula for polytopes, repeatedly used in the main text, is relegated to appendix A.
The topologically twisted index for the dual of Massive IIA
In this section we briefly review the construction of the topologically twisted index for N = 2 field theories on a genus g Riemann surface times a circle, Σ g × S 1 , following the standard literature [21, 22] . The field theory is defined on a manifold with background metric
where t parametrizes a circle of radius β. We also consider the background field A R which effectively implements the topological twist. The gauge sector to be localized contains YangMills and Chern-Simons components described by the Lagrangians L Y M and L CS . One can also consider a set of flavor symmetries characterized by their Cartan-valued magnetic background
There are fugacities naturally associated with flavor and dynamical fields as:
where the constant potential A f t is a flat connection for the flavor symmetry and σ f is a real mass for the three-dimensional field theory. The topologically twisted index is generically of the form:
where |W | is the dimension of the Weyl group. In the expression above one sums over all the magnetic fluxes in the co-root lattice Γ h of the gauge group and integrates over the JeffreyKirwan contour C. Let us now recall the building blocks that go into Z int in more detail. The contribution of a chiral multiplet is
where R is the representation of the gauge group G, ρ denote the weights, q is the R-charge of the field and ρ f is the weight of the multiplet under the flavor symmetry. The contribution of the gauge multiplet through the one-loop determinant is: 6) where r is the rank of the gauge group, α denotes roots of G. We also used u = A t + iβσ which lives on the complexified Cartan subalgebra and is simply related to x in (2.3) by x = e iu . The only classical contribution in the theories we consider comes from the Chern-Simons term
where k is the Chern-Simons level and m is a magnetic flux originating as a solution of the localization locus. Combining the above factors then gives the explicit form of the topologically twisted index
where α are the roots of G and ρ I are the weights of the representation R I and m are gauge magnetic fluxes living in the co-root lattice Γ h , and the integration is over the Jeffrey-Kirwan contour. For more explicit examples see [21, 22, 23, 24] .
The leading N 5/3 behavior of the topologically twisted index
The field theory of interest, first identified in [11] , is an N = 2 supersymmetric Chern-Simons gauge theory with gauge group SU (N ) at level k which is coupled to three chiral multiplets in the adjoint representation denoted by X, Y and Z. The theory contains a superpotential
The global symmetry of this theory is SU (3) × U (1) R , and the maximal torus of this symmetry is described by three U (1)'s, two of which correspond to flavor symmetries. The three-dimensional field theory is placed on the product of a genus g Riemann surface and a circle, Σ g × S 1 , with a topological twist along the Riemann surface Σ g . We further introduce background magnetic charges n a , a = 1, 2, 3 satisfying the constraint 3 a=1 n a = 2(g − 1) demanded by supersymmetry. The final expression for the topologically twisted index is then [5, 6, 7] :
(2.9) Here the fugacities are constrained by 3 a=1 y a = 1. We will numerically explore the index in the genus zero case, but most of the results generalize immediately to the arbitrary genus case. The Bethe Ansatz Equations (BAE) corresponding to the position of the poles following the Jeffrey-Kirwan prescription are:
The determinant of the matrix B is the Jacobian of the transformation (x i → B i (x)):
A more explicit and convenient form for the matrix B is
where
Recalling the definitions: x i = e iu i and y a = e i∆a , the BAE's in (2.10) can be rewritten as 14) where Li 1 (z) = − log(1 − z), and the set of integers {n i } characterize the ambiguity implicit in taking the log of (2.10). The above equations can be obtained from the so-called Bethe potential:
For simplicity, we limit ourselves to the domain 16) and take all expressions to be on their principal branches. In the large-N limit it is natural to consider a continuous distribution of eigenvalues u i denoted by u(t) where t is the continuous parameter generalizing the subindex i = 1, . . . , N of each solution
Along with this, we introduce the continuum eigenvalue density
The factor N − 1 is important when working beyond leading order, so that we can normalize ρ(t) according to
Here t 1 = t − and t N = t + correspond to the left and right endpoints of the distribution, and the shift by −1 can also be understood as an endpoint correction, with −1/2 coming from each endpoint.
It was established, already in [23] (see also [25, 26] ), that the eigenvalues follow a distribution of the form
In terms of the functions ρ(t), v(t) and the Lagrange multiplier µ, the leading term of the index can be written as
Extremization leads to the following solution for the saddle point:
The support of the distribution is in the segment [t − , t + ]. At leading order, the eigenvalue density ρ(t) vanishes at the ends of the segment. However, at subleading order, it no longer vanishes, with ρ(t ± ) scaling as O(N −1/3 ), as we will show below. The leading order in N evaluation of the index is [5, 6, 7] 1 :
The above result has been successful matched to the black hole entropy in massive type IIA supergravity [5, 6, 7] . Some original discussion about holography between massive type IIA and the dual Chern-Simons matter field theory was presented first in [27] . In subsequent works [25, 26] the matching of the free energy on S 3 for the field theory and the AdS 4 vacuum solution on the gravity side was presented. Matching the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is thus far the most impressive test of this duality pair. We hope that the work reported here will set the stage for a precision test by eventually matching sub-leading in N contributions to the entropy on the field theoretic (microscopic) side to the gravitational (macroscopic) side.
3 Numerical evidence for − 7 18 log N behavior in the index
To explore the behavior of the topologically twisted index beyond the leading order, we begin with a numerical approach. The general method is to fix a Chern-Simons level k and pick a set of chemical potentials ∆ a , and then numerically solve the BAE, (2.14), for different values of N . In practice, we always take k = 1 and work with N from 100 to 600 in steps of 20, with smaller values used in the initial stages for testing purposes. Solution of the BAE yields a set of complex eigenvalues, {u i }, which can then be inserted into (2.9) to evaluate the index. The numerical work is performed in Mathematica, using FindRoot. The initial vector for root finding is constructed from the leading order distribution, (2.23), and the integers n i are correspondently selected. The call to FindRoot is iterated twice, first with WorkingPrecision set to MachinePrecision, and subsequently with WorkingPrecision set to 200. The RMS error is monitored to check for convergence to a true solution. To gather additional numerical insight, we split the index (2.9) into its components
These individual terms correspond to the contributions from the Jacobian factor, the chiral multiplets and the vector multiplet, respectively. Either the full index or its components can then be evaluated using the numerical solution for the eigenvalues. Note that the N ! term is the dimension of the Weyl group and is canceled by summing over the permutations of the eigenvalues {u i }.
The numerical results are presented for genus zero; while it is straightforward to extend the results to higher genus, little additional information is obtained in doing so. We start with the full index, which can be expanded in powers of N :
Here f 0 is the leading order contribution given by (2.25) with k = 1. The remaining coefficients, h i , are functions of ∆ a and the magnetic charges n a , with the dependence on the latter being at most linear, as evident from (3.2). The actual fit is a linear least squares fit to the numerical data with the known leading order term f 0 N 5/3 subtracted out. In addition to the entries in Table 1 . Our key observation is that the coefficient h 4 of log N is approximately independent of the chemical potentials and agrees at the 10 −4 level with
The attentive reader would have noticed that we have omitted several terms, such as N 4/3 and N as well as N /3 log N ( = 0) from the fit. The asymptotic growth of the index is consistent with the first subdominant correction scaling as N 2/3 , while introducing a possible N 1/3 log N term only has a small effect on the fit, with the best fit coefficient being generally of order 10 −5 . Finally, terms of the form N /3 log N with < 0 are generally small in the large-N limit, and have little effect on the dominant terms of the fit, which are the only ones we are interested in. Moreover, we are not making any claims on the analytic structure of the expansion beyond the explicit terms presented in (3.3).
Contribution from the determinant factor
For a closer look at the numerical data, we highlight the contribution from the determinant factor in (3.2). Here the relevant expansion takes the form
is a constant pertaining to the log in the leading term. The −2/3 factor along with c were initially obtained numerically, but can be confirmed by an analytic calculation, as we demonstrate in the next section. What this highlights is that the determinant factor is unimportant as far as the leading order N 5/3 behavior of the full index is concerned, but contributes at O(N log N ). Since this dependence is not seen in the full index, it is necessarily canceled by an opposite 2 3 N log N + cN contribution from the vector and chiral multiplets, combined. The g i coefficients are presented in Table 2 for genus g = 0. By definition, they are independent of the magnetic charges n a , but do depend non-trivially on the chemical potentials.
In addition to the leading − 2 3 N log N behavior of Re log Z det , the numerical fit suggests the presence of a term of O(N 1/3 log N ) which is likewise not present in the full index. As we will Table 2 : The coefficients {g i } for the determinant contribution to the index, (3.5).
see, this term arises as an O(N −2/3 ) correction to the leading term. It then cancels in the full index for the same reason that the O(N log N ) term cancels between the vector/chiral multiplet contribution and the determinant contribution. We can gain further insight on Re log Z det by noting that the B matrix in (2.12) can be broken up into a sum of two terms, B = B d − B e , where
with
Note that D is symmetric, and hence so is B. Given this split, the determinant contribution decomposes into a sum of diagonal and off-diagonal terms
Numerically, we find the B matrix to be dominated by its diagonal, which translates to log Z diag scaling as N log N , accounting for the leading two terms in (3.5), and log Z off-diag scaling as N 1/3 . More precisely, we observe the behavior
with the coefficients {α i } and {β i } tabulated in Table 3 . Note that the β 4 coefficient is consistent with −1/3, independent of the chemical potentials, suggesting that the off-diagonal determinant term contributes −(1/3) log N to the index. Focusing only on the log N term in the full index, we see that it receives contributions for the vector/chiral multiplets (actually only from the vector multiplet, as we will show below) and both the diagonal and off-diagonal parts of the determinant factor. This numerical evidence, as collected in Table 4 , points to the diagonal part of the determinant contribution to be dependent of the values of {∆ a }. However, the sum of the diagonal determinant part and the vector/chiral multiplet contribution is reliably {∆ a }-independent and equal to −1/18. In the next section, we analytically confirm the −(1/3) log N contribution coming from the off-diagonal part of the determinant. However, obtaining analytic support for the remaining −(1/18) log N contribution remains an open issue. Contributions to log N from the vector/chiral multiplets, the diagonal terms in the determinant and the off-diagonal terms in the determinant.
a full treatment is still lacking, we provide explicit expressions for a number of sub-leading coefficients and highlight possible methods for a more systematic expansion beyond leading order. Although this section can be read independently from the numerical work of section 3, the synergy between the two is obvious. At leading order, the topologically twisted index can perhaps be evaluated most straightforwardly from the Bethe potential, (2.15). In particular, after taking the large-N limit, one derives the eigenvalue distribution (2.23) specified by ρ(t) and v(t) and then inserts this back into the continuum Bethe potential V(ρ, v, µ) given in (2.21). However, in order to extend this analysis beyond the leading order, we return to the exact expression (2.9), which can be written as a product of three terms
The outline of the analytic approach is to first obtain the eigenvalues x i = e 2πiu i beyond the leading order, and then to substitute them into the three components of the index given above. Since we are working in the large-N limit, it is still valid to use a continuum representation for the eigenvalues. However, care must be taken when replacing sums by integrals, as a proper accounting of sub-leading terms requires the use of Euler-Maclaurin summation. In any case, we proceed by working out the eigenvalue distribution ρ(t) and v(t) beyond leading order. After that, we evaluate Z det , Z vector and Z chiral , and finally put the result together. Again, we emphasize that while we obtain the overall structure of the large-N expansion, we are unable to fully evaluate all of the relevant terms below.
Subleading corrections to the eigenvalue distribution
We first discuss the sub-leading corrections to the eigenvalue distribution parametrized by ρ(t) and v(t). Our main results is an explicit derivation of the form of the corrections and the conclusion that including those sub-leading in N corrections does not affect the coefficient of the log N term. At leading order, these expressions are given by (2.23), while at sub-leading order, we must include both generic and endpoint corrections.
The natural starting point is the BAE, (2.14), which determines the solutions u i :
where the integers n i account for the branch cuts of the logs. We now take the large-N limit while keeping track of sub-leading terms. For the eigenvalues themselves, we make the continuum replacement u i → u(t) with u(t) given by (2.20) . While this is motivated by the large-N expansion, we note that at this stage the result is still exact, provided we identify a discrete set of t i 's corresponding to the u i 's.
In order to deal with the sum in (4.1), we use the Euler-Maclaurin formula
where we have defined f (u i ) ≡ df (u i )/di. We now transform from i to t using (2.18). Making this change of variables then gives us
(4.3) In the continuum limit, the BAE (4.1) then becomes
where we assume the eigenvalues are distributed between t − and t + . The omitted terms are endpoint contributions from Euler-Maclaurin summation that are exponentially suppressed for t away from the endpoints. (The situation when t is near the endpoints will be considered later.) Expanding ρ(t + s) and v(t + s) in a Taylor series around s = 0 and simultaneously re-scalinĝ s = N 1/3 s then gives
up to exponentially small corrections in the bulk, where
The large-N expansion in the interior
Away from the endpoints, we may extend the integral to go from −∞ to ∞. The first term in (4.5) then vanishes since it is an odd function. We are then left with a right hand side of order O(1). Note that the even/odd split in the integrand results in an expansion within the square brackets in inverse powers of N 2/3 . Combined with the factor (1 − N −1 ) in (4.5), this indicates that ρ(t) and v(t) have an expansion in inverse powers of N as well as in inverse powers of N 2/3 . Working to first subleading order, we write
For simplicity, we now assume that the leading order solution has ρ 0 (t) quadratic in t and v 0 (t) linear in t as given in (2.23). The BAE then reduces to
where now λ 0 = 1 − iv 0 (t). Note that working to this order requires an understanding of certain O(N −2α ) terms that we have not written down explicitly in (4.5). Assuming v 0 (t) = −t/ √ 3, so that λ 0 = 1 + i/ √ 3, the subleading order in the above equation leads to
As a result of direct integration we obtain
where we used the fact that (λ 0 ) 3 = 8i/3 √ 3. We now note that all factors in this expression are real except for iλ 0 in the first term on the RHS. As a result, this term must vanish by itself, giving ρ 1 (t) = 0 or ρ 1 (t) = c. The remaining expression is a differential equation for v 1 (t). Inserting the leading order eigenvalue density
from (2.23), and demanding v(t) to be an odd function, we are thus left with the solution valid to next order
These expressions hold in the interior, but not near the endpoints of the distribution, and are determined up to two constants, c 1 and c 2 . Nevertheless, we see that the constant c 1 > 0 uniformly increases the eigenvalue density at O(N 2/3 ). For ρ(t) to be properly normalized, this increase must be compensated by an endpoint shift of O(N −1/3 ) so that
Note that the exact coefficient of the O(N −1/3 ) shift cannot be obtained directly from the interior solution, (4.12), as endpoint corrections will contribute as well.
Endpoint corrections
As hinted at above, there are important corrections to the eigenvalue distribution localized around the end points of the interval [t − , t + ]. In order to examine these corrections, we return to the continuum form of the BAE, (4.5), and focus on the right endpoint,
where we have included the first endpoint correction in the Euler-Maclaurin sum. (Since the distribution is symmetric, the endpoint correction at t − will have the same form.) While the term in the first line of (4.14) vanishes in the interior since the integrand is odd, this is no longer the case near the endpoint. We thus have
where Of course, more care is needed for a complete understanding of the endpoint behavior of (4.14), as the formal expansion in inverse powers of N may no longer be valid when ρ(t) and v(t) pick up corrections in a region of width O(N −1/3 ). We find a consistent endpoint expansion is obtained assuming The leading order endpoint correction may then be obtained without use of the endpoint terms in the Euler-Maclaurin sum. However, all terms in the expansion of the integral in (4.14) contribute at the same order. Hence it would be more proper to return to the unexpanded form of the integrand as given in (4.4) . Unfortunately, we have been unable to obtain an analytic solution to this integral equation. Nevertheless, we see that the interior solution, (4.12), picks up an endpoint correction when |t−t ± | = O(N −1/3 ), and in this region ρ(t) = O (N −1/3 ). At the actual endpoint, we have ρ(t ± ) = O(N −1/3 ), and the endpoint shift is also of O (N −1/3 ). This is consistent with (4.13), and the lack of an analytic result for the endpoint correction is the reason why the exact coefficients in (4.13) cannot be obtained from only the interior solution.
Finally, given the scaling of the endpoint correction, we see that it leads to O(N −2/3 ) corrections to the topologically twisted index. This is because, although the correction is of O (N −1/3 ) , it is only important in a corrected region of width O (N −1/3 ). Thus the endpoint correction is just as important as the subleading correction in the interior, (4.12), which also scales as O(N −2/3 ).
Determinant contribution
Having looked at the subleading corrections to the eigenvalue distribution, we now turn to the individual contributions (3.2) to the topologically twisted index. We start with the determinant factor log Z det = (g − 1)Tr log B where the components of the matrix B are given in (2.12). Since it can be seen that B is dominated by its diagonal, we make the same split B = B d − B e as we did above for the numerical work. The determinant contribution then breaks up into a sum of two terms, (3.9). which we consider below.
Diagonal contribution
The diagonal contribution takes the form
We start with d i and, at leading order, convert the sum over l to an integral. Thus 19) where the second line holds for t away from the endpoints. Here we have used the fact that the leading order eigenvalues follow a linear distribution u(t) = iλ 0 N 1/3 t with λ 0 = 1 + i/ √ 3. Furthermore, since the integral is dominated near s ≈ t, we have shifted the integration variable and extended the limits, which is valid away from the endpoints up to non-perturbative terms.
We now expand ρ(s + t) ≈ ρ(t) + sρ (t) + · · · and make use of the fact that the expression in the square brackets is an even function of s to obtain 20) where the last line holds for 0 < ∆ a < 2π. Taking a ∆ a = 2π, then gives
which is valid for t away from the endpoints. In a region of width O(N −1/3 ) near the endpoints, the result is instead d(t ≈ t ± ) = O(N 1/3 ), since ρ(t ± ) = O(N −1/3 ). However, this result cannot simply be obtained by inserting the endpoint behavior of ρ into (4.21), as additional terms that we have neglected in (4.19) will then be important. We now compute the diagonal contribution
The integral can be performed using the leading order expression (4.11) for ρ to obtain
Note that the N 1/3 log N term, with coefficient C, arises from the endpoints of the integral in the last line of (4.22). In particular, since ρ(t ≈ t ± ) = O(N −1/3 ), we find a contribution to log Z diag of the form N ∆tρ(t ± ) log ρ(t ± ) ∼ N 1/3 log(N −1/3 ). However, the precise value of C will depend on the details of the density near the endpoints. The diagonal determinant contribution to the index can be compared with the numerical counterpart, (3.10), after taking g = 0 for the genus. In particular, it provides an analytic justification for the − 2 3 N log N term as well as for the coefficient c in (3.6).
Off-diagonal contribution
We finish up the determinant by considering the off-diagonal contribution
where we have defined X ≡ B −1
d B e . As a matrix, we have
In the large-N limit, we approximate u ji ≡ u i − u j with the linear relation u ij ≈ iλ 0 N 1/3 t ij , so that
Using the large-N expression (4.21) for d i = d(t i ) then gives
We now evaluate TrX n in the large-N limit by replacing sums with integrals
where we define t n+1 ≡ t 1 . This is basically a set of convolution integrals, although there is a zero mode, which we take to be t n . The limits of the t n integral are then from t − to t + , while the others can be extended to cover −∞ to ∞ in the large-N limit. Examination of (4.27) suggests a transformation t i → t i /(λ 0 N 1/3 ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. The resulting expression is then
where we set t n = 0 in the integrand to fix the zero mode. Herê
The convolution can be performed by Fourier transform. The result is
where the Fourier transform
can be evaluated by contour integration. Combining this with (4.32) and inserting into (4.24) then gives
The log in the integrand is inconvenient, but can be removed by integration by parts. The result is log Z off-diag This integral can also be performed by contour integration, although care is needed as the integrand is not suppressed on the imaginary axis. Poles occur on the imaginary axis when the coth kπ factor in the numerator blows up and when the denominator has zeros. While zeros of the denominator are generally obtained from a transcendental equation, it actually simplifies when we demand a ∆ a = 2π. In this case, the poles in the upper half plane are located at
The sum of these residues diverge. However, it can be regulated by adding a convergence factor e i k . Perhaps, more elegantly, the zeta-function regulated sum of the residues is
Multiplying this by 2πi and inserting into (4.35) then gives
38)
The next term in this expansion is of O(log N ), and its coefficient can be obtained analytically as follows. As noted above, there is a zero-mode divergence in the large-N limit, which is treated separately. Thus we focus on the regularized sum
where λ 1 < · · · < λ N are the ordered eigenvalues of the matrix 1 − X. The integral, along with the zero mode contribution, corresponds to that performed above, while the remaining terms arise from the Euler-Maclaurin formula. To bound these terms, we need to examine the smallest and largest eigenvalues, λ 1 and λ N , respectively. To do so, we start with the matrix elements
Note that the first term vanishes in the large-N limit (for fixed k), either as O(N −2/3 ) away from the endpoints or as O(N −1/3 ) at the vicinity of the endpoints. This gives rise to an approximate zero mode, λ 1 ≈ 0, with corresponding eigenvector v 1 ≈ (1, . . . , 1) T (so that the second term in (4.40) vanishes). On the other hand, we can verify that λ N = O(1), so it does not give rise to a large correction in (4.39). We can provide a refined estimate for the smallest eigenvalue λ 1 . To do so, we analytically continue λ 0 and i∆ a to real numbers so that the matrix 1 − X becomes real symmetric. While the vector u = (1, . . . , 1) T is not an exact eigenvector of (4.40), it can nevertheless be used to provide an upper bound through the variational principle
for some function f (k, ∆). To get a lower bound, we make use of Weyl's inequality 42) where A and B are Hermitian matrices and the eigenvalues are ordered as above. Taking the matrices A and B to be the two matrices on the right-hand side of (4.40) then gives
where the maximum d i arises at the midpoint, t = 0, and g(k, ∆) may be obtained from (4.21).
Since both lower and upper bounds are of O(N −2/3 ), we conclude that 44) and therefore, combining (4.39) with (4.38), we find
As a result, we have analytically derived the β 3 and β 4 coefficients in the expansion (3.10), with numerical values given in Table 3 .
To emphasize the synergy between our numerical and analytical approaches we provide a numerical description of the smallest eigenvalue λ 1 . Figure 1 contains the log-log plot of log λ 1 versus log N which determines the scaling precisely. Table 5 provides more details about the fit; we hope to offer the reader a flavor of the level of precision typically involved in our numerical results. 
Chiral multiplet contribution
We now turn to the chiral multiplet contribution Z chiral given in (3.2) Rewriting the last term as a restricted double sum gives 47) up to a purely imaginary contribution which we do not consider. Note that the choice of allowing i to equal j is convenient when translating the double sum to an integral using the Euler-Maclaurin formula. We start with the last term in (4.47)
At leading order in the large-N expansion, we may substitute in (2.20) and convert the double sum to an integral to obtain
where the eigenvalue density ρ(t) is given in (4.12). In fact, we will not need the precise form of Λ 0 as it cancels against an identical term from the vector multiplet contribution. We now turn to the middle term in (4.47). In the large-N limit, the double sum naturally leads to a double integral, and a careful treatment can be obtained using the generalized EulerMaclaurin formula for polytopes (see Appendix A for details). The two-dimensional region given by 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ N is triangular, so the Euler-Maclaurin integral decomposes as a sum of a bulk integral, boundary integral and corner contributions
The result is dominated by the bulk integral
Note that the t integral is dominated by the lower endpoint. In the large-N limit, we let t → N −1/3 t and asymptotically expand around t = 0 to obtain
where λ(s) = 1 − iv (s). Note that the O(N 4/3 ) term is absent because of the symmetry properties of ρ(t) and v(t). Summing over both signs of ±∆ a then gives
The first two boundary integrals in (4.50) can be evaluated and shown to be of O (N 1/3 ). To do so, it is important to realize that the endpoint eigenvalue density scales as ρ(t − ) = ρ(t + ) ∼ O(N −1/3 ). The first integral along the diagonal gives N log(1 − y a ) plus a purely imaginary term that cancels the first term in (4.47), while the second one gives a contribution of O (N 1/3 ). Finally, the first corner contribution is exponentially small, while the second one is of O(1). Putting everything together then gives
(4.54)
Substituting in the leading order eigenvalue distribution then gives
Vector multiplet contribution
The final component of the topologically twisted index is the vector multiplet contribution of (3.2)
(4.56) Up to a purely imaginary term, the second sum is identical with that of (4.48) for the chiral multiplet. Hence
Note that here it is invalid to extend the sum to include the case i = j since the expression would be logarithmically divergent. This divergence is the origin of log N terms in the present case that are absent from the chiral multiplet contribution. In fact, the vector multiplet sum is similar to the corresponding chiral multiplet sum in (4.47), except that we must take y a → 1 and avoid the case i = j. In this case, the generalized Euler-Maclaurin formula (A.15) gives
Again, the bulk integral gives the dominant contribution, and can be rewritten as
The first term is simply I bulk for the chiral multiplet contribution, (4.51), evaluated at ∆ a = 0, while the second term gives rise to a log correction arising near the diagonal i = j. For the second term in (4.59), and more generally, terms along the diagonal, we may expand
where the prime indicates a derivative with respect to t. We now substitute (2.18) and use (2.20) to obtain, at leading order
As a result, we have
The O(N 1/3 ) term comes from O(N −2/3 ) corrections in the eigenvalue distribution. As a result, the bulk integral takes the form
As in the chiral multiplet case, the non-diagonal boundary integrals in (4.58) give contributions of O (N 1/3 ). However, the diagonal boundary integrals give potentially large terms because of the i = j divergence. The first one is evaluated as in (4.62), but without the integral 1 2
while the second one gives a term of O(N ). Finally, combining the bulk integral (4.63) with the relevant diagonal ones, and noting that the corner contributions are of O(log N ), gives
Although the t integral in this expression can be absorbed in the term of O(N ), we have chosen to keep it separate to highlight that it has the same form as that of (4.22) in the diagonal contribution to the determinant, log Z diag . In particular, this demonstrates that the CN 1/3 log N term in (4.23), which originates from the same integral, exactly cancels against a similar contribution from the vector multiplet.
The full index
When we combine all the contributions to the index, (4.23), (4.45), (4.55) and (4.65), the leading Λ 0 ∼ O(N 7/3 ) term drops out, leaving
where the leading order contribution, f 0 , is the coefficient of N 5/3 in (2.25). As mentioned above, although O(N 1/3 log N ) terms are present in the diagonal determinant and vector multiplet contributions, they cancel when combined. While we have been unable to compute the precise values of the h i coefficients, we have nevertheless confirmed the analytic form of the expansion as a series in inverse powers of N and N 1/3 along with log N . Note that the numerical evidence presented in Sec. 3 strongly suggests the vanishing of h 0 . The O(N ) term receives contributions from the chiral and vector multiplets as well as the diagonal part of the determinant, and it appears to cancel when all three contributions are combined. Assuming this to be the case, we would then be left with (3.3) for the large-N expansion of the index. It would of course be desirable to provide analytic expressions for the non-vanishing h i coefficients. In order to do so, however, we would have to extend the above analysis, beginning with a more careful treatment of the endpoint corrections. Although h 1 and h 3 appear quite challenging to pin down, there remains the possibility that the coefficient h 4 of log N will be amenable to a detailed study. Since the expression in (4.47) for the chiral multiplet contribution does not contain any logarithmically divergent quantities, it will not give rise to any log N factors. As a result, the coefficient h 4 will only depend on the diagonal and off-diagonal parts of the determinant and the vector multiplet contribution. Comparison with the numerical results shown in Tbl. 4 confirms the analytic result h 4 off-diag = 1 3 (g − 1) from (4.45), while it remains to be seen whether the numerical evidence for h 4 diag + h 4 vector = 1 18 (g − 1) can be derived analytically.
Comments on the holographic side
To start clarifying the meaning of the result on the gravity side we first turn to the AdS/CFT dictionary for the case of massive type IIA theory. The crucial intuition for AdS/CFT in the context of massive type IIA was proposed in [28] , where it was argued that the Roman's mass is related to the Chern-Simons level as
A number of papers have explored the field theory and the holographic side while contributing to establishing the AdS/CFT dictionary in this context [28, 29] . In particular, some explicit solutions have been discussed [27, 30, 31] . Other aspects of the dictionary that transpired from the above works are as follows:
The supergravity regime requires, therefore that N k. Crucially, if we take k = 1 we recover the same rough relation between the radius of the gravity solution and the rank of the gauge group as in ABJM: R ∼ N 1/6 .
The complete holographic renormalization that allows the precise matching of the topologically twisted index with the black hole entropy has not been yet implemented for the massive IIA theory. It is quite reasonable to think that it follows steps similar to the analysis of magnetically charged black holes dual to topologically twisted ABJM theory performed in [32, 33] . However, it would be useful to see explicitly the connection between the gravity and field theory quantities as derived in [33] .
It would be quite interesting to provide an analytic expression for the first next-to-leading corrections of order N 2/3 . Following the guidance of the ABJM/AdS 4 duality [1] , this term corresponds to higher curvature corrections on the dual gravity theory [34, 35, 36] . Thus, an important result within the reach of field theory is a prediction for the contribution of higher curvature terms to the black hole entropy in massive type IIA string theory on AdS 4 × S 6 . It is worth pointing out that in the context of asymptotically flat black holes a complete understanding of the contributions of certain higher curvature corrections to the entropy on the gravity side has been shown to match precisely the microscopic side (see the reviews [37, 38] ). The peculiarity of the situation in ABJM is even more enticing as the O(N 1/2 ) term does not follow from a standard loop expansion of supergravity, which would be given in powers of the 11-dimensional Newton constant, G 11 ∼ N 3/2 . Instead, it arises as a quantum correction in M-theory, and in particular from a shifted relation between ABJM and M-theory parameters resulting from the eight-derivative C 3 R 4 term where C 3 is the M-theory three-form gauge potential and R 4 schematically denotes powers of the curvature two-form (see [34] for details). More precisely, one adds to the action the term C 3 ∧ I 8 , where I 8 is the 8-form anomaly polynomial defined in terms of Pontryagin classes [39] . We hope to attack this fascinating problem elsewhere.
As a parting comment on the gravity side we provide a back-of-the-envelope evaluation of a particular contribution to the logarithmic term. Recall that the main contribution in the context of quantum supergravity corrections to black holes dual to ABJM was a 2-form zero mode of AdS 4 considered in [20] . The contribution to the partition function was shown to be [20] :
Taking into consideration that we are in a ten-dimensional theory, we have β 2 = 3 and using, as in [20] , that n 0 2 = 2(1 − g) we find
This is but a term in the full partition function. We warn the reader that the full computation of the partition includes all the modes and should be done carefully as we are in an even-dimensional spacetime; the computation of [20] took crucial advantage of the fact that in odd-dimensional spacetimes the Seeley-DeWitt coefficients in the heat kernel expansion vanish identically. Nevertheless, we feel encouraged to see that a known zero mode in the solution contributes a term that is compatible with the final answer. Curiously, in previous sections we demonstrated that the contribution to the logarithmic term coming from the off-diagonal determinant part of the index was precisely ((g − 1)/3) log N . We have no justification for a direct identification of the contribution ((g − 1)/3) log N from the off-diagonal determinant modes in the index with the one from the zero mode on the gravity side, however tantalizing the analogy.
Still, the prospects of a direct relationship between the elements in the topologically twisted index such as the contribution of the vector multiplet degrees of freedom and the contribution of the gravitational degrees of freedom such as the zero mode contribution is worth exploring as it opens and extraordinary chapter in the AdS/CFT dictionary. Indeed, there is some precedent to such identification in the context of two-dimensional gravity and matrix models wherein the off-diagonal degrees of freedom in the matrix model have been shown to be crucial in reproducing aspects of the entropy at leading order [40] .
Conclusions
In this manuscript we have provided a systematic sub-leading analysis of the topologically twisted index of supersymmetric SU (N ) level k Chern-Simons theory coupled to matter. There is one technical aspect in the analysis of theories with N 5/3 growth in their degrees of freedom which seems promising. Namely, the problem of the tails in the eigenvalue distributions and corresponding insidious mixing of orders of N in the expansion of the index for theories with N 3/2 growth, as pointed out first in [2] and elaborated upon in [18] , is ameliorated for theories with N 5/3 growth. This situation alone should help understand the full structure of corrections better and makes the corresponding field theories a particularly robust playground to explore aspects of the sub-leading in N expansion of the topologically twisted index.
It would be quite illuminating to understand our results from a more analytic point of view. A natural starting point is by pursuing the relation between the Bethe Potential and the expectation value of the free energy on S 3 as pointed out in [23] but beyond the leading order in N . There are other more formal arguments establishing a relation between the topologically twisted index in S 2 × S 1 , or more generally on Σ g × S 1 , and the free energy on S 3 pointed out in [41, 42] . It is worth highlighting that in the case of theories with N 3/2 growth, that is, ABJM-like theories, there is a general result for the exact free energy on S 3 [43, 44] and it takes the form of an Airy function. A similar general result for theories with N 5/3 growth is yet to be found; there are only large N results [25, 26, 23] . In view of its potential relationship with the index, it would be really important to obtain exact results for the free energy on S 3 for such theories.
There are also a number of interesting questions on the gravity side. For example, given the successful attempt at unifying the holographic treatment of F S 3 and Z S 2 ×S 1 for ABJM-like theories presented in [45] and the recent progress for superconformal theories subject to the 3d-3d correspondence [46] , one might expect a similarly clarifying framework for massive type IIA theories. One would need to explicitly construct such supergravity backgrounds whose boundary is such a circle bundle and evaluate the renormalized on-shell action.
It would be interesting to understand better the gravity side of the logarithmic corrections. In particular, it would be good perform a one-loop counting to compare with the coefficient of the log N term. One-loop supergravity computations are substantially harder due to the number of modes contributing. Recall that in previous efforts [18, 19, 20 ] the odd-dimensional computation was reduced to counting of zero modes. For massive type IIA we have to face an even-dimensional spacetime and confront the local contribution to the one-loop effective action. One potential outcome of this quantum supergravity exercise would be an understanding of the universality of the one-loop result. Namely, how theory independent is the coefficient of the logarithmic term. There is an important precedent pointing to the fact the coefficient of log N can be universal. Indeed, this is the case for free energy of various N = 3 Chern-Simons matter theories evaluated on S 3 [43, 44] . The universality of this quantity from the dual supergravity point of view was beautifully elucidated in [47] . We showed in [20] for the case of the topologically twisted index that on the dual quantum supergravity side the result relies on vanishing first Betti number for the compactifying X 7 manifold.
Finally, it would be quite interesting to start exploring the structure of higher curvature corrections. A summary of the intricate developments leading to a full understanding of higher curvature corrections to the black hole entropy for supersymmetric asymptotically flat black holes in string theory is presented in [38] . For our case, the first sub-leading entropy correction to the index is of the type N 2/3 . The coefficient of this term is described by h 1 in Table 1 . Although we have not been able to find an analytic expression for it, the numerical results seem to suggest that a better treatment might be possible. We hope to report on some of these open problems in the future.
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A The Euler-Maclaurin formula
In this appendix we review some basic aspects of Euler-Maclaurin formula. We refer to [48] for details. The goal is to clarify a step that is used profusely in the main text, that of approximating a discrete sum by an integral.
A.1 Classical Euler-Maclaurin formula
The classical Euler-Maclaurin formula calculates a discrete sum in terms of an integral and a series of derivatives on the boundary. The standard form of the formula is The advantage of writing the Euler-Maclaurin formula using this modern language is that it naturally suggests generalizations in higher dimensions.
A.2 Euler-Maclaurin formula for regular integral polytopes
We now extend the classical Euler-Maclaurin formula to higher dimensional lattices. The general idea is that we are using the integral over some region to approximate a discrete sum, and all the corrections can be derived from the integral alone. In one dimension, the formula says all the boundary terms in the expansion are exactly the derivatives with respect to the upper and lower limits of the (dilated) integral [a − h1, b + h2], and h 1 and h 2 determines how we dilate the interval in the negative/positive direction. In two or higher dimensions, the interval is replaced by some polytope and h 1 , . . . , h n describes how to dilate the polytope. If the polytope has n faces, h i is proportional to how the polytope is expanded in the normal direction of the i-th face. In particular, h − 1, h 2 and h 3 describes how to expand a triangle along the three edges. For convenience, we summarize some basic concepts about lattices and polytopes. A ndimensional lattice is a discrete additive subgroup of R n , considered as a Z-module. It is integral if the inner product of lattice vectors are all integral. The dual of a lattice consists of vectors having integral inner product with the original lattice. If the original lattice has a basis {a i }, then the dual lattice has a dual basis a * i , a j = δ ij . A polytope is a finite intersection of half-planes and is also compact. It is integral if all vertices are in the lattice Z n , is simple if exactly n edges emanate from each vertex, and is regular if additionally the edges emanating from each vertex consists of a basis of the lattice Z n .
Let ∆ be an integral and regular polytope, described by the half-planes The exact Euler-Maclaurin formula asserts that for any polynomial p,
The above formula has a number of forms which work for more complicated polytopes and more general summands, such as smooth functions. However, (A.10) is sufficient for our purpose because polynomial functions are dense in the space of continuous functions over an interval.
As an application, we calculate the following summation appearing in the vector multiplet contribution: For convenience, we also list terms containing the first order derivatives
